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Women have deep concerns about crime and safety and want a comprehensive approach to public 

safety, according to a survey of voters nationally, with an oversample in battleground states. The poll, 

conducted by GQR and Vera Action, shows that women want leaders to offer a comprehensive approach 

to safety that addresses violence and illegal guns, prevents crime by investing in mental health and drug 

treatment, while also fully funding things that are proven to create safe communities and improve 

people’s quality of life, including good schools and affordable housing. When candidates discuss this 

kind of comprehensive approach, they engage both Democratic base voters like Black women and swing 

voters like independent women.  

Women of color are most concerned about crime and safety  
Crime and gun violence are top concerns for women—behind inflation and the cost of living, but higher 

than taxes, public education, and climate change. Overall, 34 percent of women rate gun violence and 

33 percent rate crime as top priorities, compared to 23 and 29 percent, respectively, among men.  

 

Clear differences emerge among women of color, with Black women (51 percent) more likely than 

Hispanic women (40 percent), AAPI women (39 percent), and white women (29 percent) to say that gun 

violence is a top priority. Indeed, Black women rate gun violence as high a concern as inflation and are 

more likely than other women to say crime is a top priority (46 percent), compared to Hispanic women 

 
1 GQR conducted a survey among 1,500 registered voters (2,426 unweighted) across the country, with oversamples 

among Black, Hispanic/Latino, and AAPI voters from August 10 to August 23, 2023. Interviews were conducted 
using live dialing, text-to-web interviews, and online panels. The battleground survey is among 1,332 registered 
voters (1,735 unweighted) in presidential battleground states (Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin). Interviews were conducted via online panels. The data in both surveys are weighted 
to ensure the sample’s regional, age, education and gender composition reflects that of the estimated registered 
voters. Unweighted sample sizes for subgroups in this memo are as follows: all women, 1,250; independent 
women, 305; white women, 570; Black women, 306; Hispanic women, 224; AAPI women, 123; urban women, 410; 
suburban women, 230; rural women, 231; women ages 18–49, 614; women over age 50, 606. 

http://www.gqrr.com/
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(39 percent), AAPI women (30 percent), and white women (30 percent). Older women also rate crime 

(41 percent) and gun violence (39 percent) as high priorities.  

 

 

Figure 1: Addressing crime and gun violence top priorities for women of color 

 
 

Even though women view crime as a top priority, nearly all say they feel somewhat or very safe in their 

own community (90 percent total safe, 34 percent very safe). There is, however, is a pronounced racial 

gap with Black and Hispanic women the least likely to feel very safe (24 percent of each group). Women 

who live in large urban areas are also less likely to feel very safe (22 percent) compared to those who 

live in suburban (41 percent) and rural (38 percent) areas. 

 

Figure 2: Women of color and women in urban areas are less likely to feel “very safe” 

 Very Safe Somewhat Safe 

Total National 38 52 

Men 43 49 

Women 34 56 

Black women 24 62 

White women 37 55 

Hispanic women 24 58 

AAPI women 35 55 
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 Very Safe Somewhat Safe 

Women living in urban areas 22 64 

Women living in suburban areas 41 52 

Women living in rural areas 38 52 

 

Women voters prefer a comprehensive approach to crime  

Women are both more concerned about crime and less likely to feel safe than men. But they prefer a 

comprehensive approach to crime—one that includes prevention, investments in safety, and addressing 

illegal guns—over a punitive, “tough-on-crime” approach by a 59 to 40 percent margin. This is a larger 

margin of support for this message than men, who prefer the comprehensive message to the “tough” 

message by a 52 to 46 percent margin.  
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Figure 3: Majorities of women of all races prefer a comprehensive approach 

 
 

There is no subgroup of women who prefer the “tough-on-crime” approach other than Republican 

women—though nearly a third of that group favor a comprehensive framework. Black women are most 

likely to prefer the comprehensive approach, 76 to 23 percent, followed by AAPI women, 66 to 30 

percent, and Hispanic women, 65 to 34 percent. White women are the most divided but still favor the 

comprehensive approach 54 to 45 percent. 

 

We also tested this dynamic in a partisan context, given that voters give Republicans an advantage on 

dealing with crime and public safety. We tested two different Democratic messages against the typical 

punitive Republican messaging on crime. Voters read one of two Democratic messages: one with a 

comprehensive crime prevention message that includes stopping violence and addressing guns, and the 

other with a “tougher” message on crime. While the Democratic and Republican messages on crime test 

equally well among all voters, the comprehensive Democratic message increases Democrats’ standing 

significantly among independent women  

 

https://www.gqrr.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/Vera-TrueLine-national-memo-9.18.23-proofed_final-2.pdf#page=7
https://www.gqrr.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/Vera-TrueLine-national-memo-9.18.23-proofed_final-2.pdf#page=6
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Figure 3: Comprehensive frame performs better among independent women 

 

 
 

When we dig down into specific policies that might reduce crime, women prioritize measures that 

address violence such as focusing police resources on the most serious cases and preventing crime and 

making communities safer by investing in good schools, affordable housing, and mental health and drug 

treatment programs. Compared to men, women are more likely to say that increasing funding for 

mental health and drug treatment programs, banning assault weapons, and deploying trained social 

workers to respond to mental health situations would decrease crime a lot. Hispanic women (58 

percent) and Black women (51 percent) are particularly likely to say increased funding for mental health 

treatment would reduce crime a lot. 
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Figure 4: Women think comprehensive policies will decrease crime a lot 

 
 

 

The polling reveals that voters hold nuanced views about the role of policing and what approach to 

policing is best for public safety. We asked voters to choose from a range of statements about the 

police, revealing that women want to be supportive of police while also holding them accountable. 

Notably, Black women prioritize community bonds and trust in the police as much as support and 

accountability. 

 

Figure 5: Women want support and accountability for police 
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Women voters think Democrats are better on public safety and gun violence  
Overall, voters give Republicans an advantage on reducing crime (43 percent for Democrats, 53 percent 

for Republicans). Women, on the other hand, are split on which party does a better job on crime, 48 to 

48 percent. They also lean toward Democrats on which party does a better job of improving public 

safety, 50 percent to 47 percent, and making communities safe, 52 to 43 percent. A majority of women 

say Democrats are the better party on reducing gun violence, 57 to 39 percent.  

 

With regard to race, only white women are more likely to say Republicans are the better party to reduce 

crime, improve public safety, and make communities safe. Black, Hispanic, and AAPI women say 

Democrats are better at handling those three issues and for reducing gun violence. Women under age 

50 also say Democrats are best in all four categories, while women over 50 lean more toward 

Republicans. Independent women, a key swing group, are closely divided on improving public safety and 

reducing crime, but they favor Democrats by a wide margin for reducing gun violence. 

 

Figure 6: Women say Democrats are best at reducing gun violence, making communities safe, 

and improving public safety 

Democrat - Republican 
Reducing gun 

violence 
Making 

communities safe 
Improving 

public safety 
Reducing crime 

Total National 52 – 44 (+8) 48 – 48 (0) 46 – 52 (-6) 43 – 53 (-10) 

Men 47 – 50 (-3) 42 – 53 (-11) 41 – 57 (-16) 38 – 58 (-20)  

Women 57 – 39 (+18) 52 – 43 (+9) 50 – 47 (+3)  48 – 48 (0) 

Independent women 57 – 35 (+22) 46 – 48 (-2) 48 – 44 (+4) 45 – 47 (-2) 

Black women 85 – 12 (+73) 86 – 9 (+77) 84 – 13 (+71) 79 – 16 (+63) 

Hispanic women 68 – 29 (+39) 56 – 42 (+14) 65 – 34 (+31) 58 – 40 (+18) 

AAPI women 68 – 26 (+42) 63 – 33 (+30) 61 – 29 (+32) 59 – 34 (+25) 

White women 50 – 46 (+4) 45 – 51 (-6) 41 – 56 (-15) 40 – 56 (-16) 

Younger women 66 – 31 (+35) 63 – 34 (+29) 61 – 37 (+24) 60 – 38 (+22) 

Older women 49 – 47 (+2) 42 – 53 (-11) 41 – 56 (-15) 38 – 58 (-20) 
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Conclusion 
Crime and safety is a top issue for most women, particularly Black and Hispanic women, and must be 
addressed by candidates. Women want safer communities, and they support a range of measures to 
produce that outcome, including prioritizing crime prevention, stopping violence, and addressing gun 
violence. Candidates can build on their support, especially among independent voters, by addressing 
safety with comprehensive messages that include funding mental health and drug use treatment, 
solving violent crime, and preventing crime before it happens. Crime prevention, stopping violence, 
addressing guns, and better policing and accountability are the pillars of this powerful, comprehensive 
message. 


